FIRST® Alumni gained skills and attitudes needed in today’s workforce:

- 90% Problem Solving Skills
- 90% Teamwork
- 87% Innovative Thinking
- 85% Creative Thinking
- 85% Perseverance
- 79% Leadership

Highest degree expected:
- 34% Bachelors
- 41% Masters
- 19% Doctorate

College majors:
- 54% Engineering
- 32% Computers/Programming
- 22% Science
- 11% Math

43% of Alumni still involved in FIRST:
- 26% are Mentor/Coaches
- 18% Volunteer at events
- 15% Volunteer (other)

78% of all Alumni:

- 82% of all male Alumni are in STEM fields
- 68% of all female Alumni are in STEM fields

FIRST strengthened post-high school success:
- 83% more confident in leadership roles
- 78% more confident in time management
- 74% more prepared for college courses
- 72% gained access to mentors and peers in STEM